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where arrival time would be provided
(bus arrival signs require electricity). The
cost for NextBus, a company in Alameda,
CA, to provide this technology for the
Free Ride is approximately $52,400, with
about an $800 recurring monthly ($9,600
annual) fee. These costs are summarized
in the following table. This cost estimate
includes the cost of implementing and
installing this technology on the three
Free Ride vehicles and at the ten highest
usage stops, but does not include the cost
of electrifying each bus stop.
The cost of electrifying bus stops can
vary substantially, depending on location
and proximity of an appropriate source
of electricity, so the total initial cost of
implementing NextBus technology may
be substantially higher than $52,400. Because these costs can vary so signiﬁcantly,
estimating the cost of electrifying LED
sign locations at bus stops will require
a separate technical assessment. After
desired stop and LED sign locations are
determined, an engineer could provide
a technical assessment to determine the
proximity of acceptable sources of electricity and, where it is not readily available, the cost of providing electricity to
each location.

Figure 2-19 Estimated Costs of NextBus
Technology for Free Ride

Note: These estimated costs include
installation of equipment on buses and
at stops, but do not include provision
of electricity for LED signs at stops

Initial Cost Items

Cost

Set up two websites
• One for riders
• One for CCCTA management

$6,000 per route

LED signage at a stop

$3,100 per stop

Electrify each LED location

Varies – TBD

Bus tracking equipment (on the bus)

$3,100 per bus

Software license fee

$5,000 for three
buses

Set up and training

$1,000

Subtotal – One Time $24,400
Recurring Annual Fee
Cost
Communication fee for each bus
$720 per bus
(3 buses)
Communication fee for each LED sign
$720 per sign
(10 signs)
Subtotal – Annual Costs $9,630

This would add approximately 2,700
service hours and approximately 13,200
service miles a year. Assuming a fully
allocated cost per service hour of $40.00/
hour and $1.42/mile (supplied by County
Connection), this enhancement would
cost County Connection approximately
$127,000 a year to operate.
3. Increase hours of operation on weekends.
The hours of operation the weekend
should be increase for the same reasons
as for the weekdays, but Walnut Creek’s
prominence as a regional center for nightlife and restaurants means that there is
high potential demand for shuttle service
on weekends. After improving the Free
Ride’s usefulness on weekdays, the next
priority for expanding Free Ride’s hours
of operation would be on weekend evenings.

To be more useful on Friday and Saturday evenings, the Free Ride’s last shuttle
should operate until about midnight to
coordinate with the last BART trains, and
on Sunday until about 10:00pm.
If these expansions of service were combined with the higher priority weekday
expansions, the Free Ride would operate
until about 10:00pm Sunday through
Thursday, and until about midnight on
Friday and Saturday.
The additional annual cost of adding additional service for each potential weekend service expansion:
• Friday from 10:00pm until 12:00am:
$11,000/year (annually an additional 240
service hours and 1,200 service miles)
• Saturday from 6:30pm until 12:00am:
$30,000/year (annually an additional 630
service hours and 3,100 service miles)
• Sunday from 6:30pm until 10:00pm:
$20,000/year (annually an additional 420
service hours and 2,000 service miles)

Impact on Car Trips in
Downtown Walnut Creek
If the speed, frequency, routing, and hours of
operation of the Free Ride (see Figure 2-20 for
full suite of improvements), the Free Ride service
is expected to capture 32,900 trips per year that
would otherwise have been taken by automobile – a 52% increase. This translates into reducing
approximately 116 (increased from 76 at present)
car trips downtown each weekday, and approximately 29 each weekend day (increased from 20
at present), as summarized in Figure 2-21.
To estimate the car trips that would be reduced if
the shuttle service routing, frequency, marketing,
and span (i.e., hours of service) were improved,

Downtown Shuttle

2. Increase hours of operation on weekdays until 10:00pm. At present, the
last trip leaves downtown at 7:14 PM on
weekday (Monday – Friday) evenings.
Most stores in the area close at 9:00 PM,
and most employees interviewed said that
they often must work until 10:00 PM to
close and clean their stores. From the
perspective of employees, as well as that
of the patrons of their stores, it would be
helpful if the last trip left downtown at
10:00 or 10:30 PM. Right now, more
people board at BART than return to
BART in part because many employees and some shoppers take the shuttle
downtown but must walk to BART after
the shuttle ceases operation – on the
weekdays measured, 393 people boarded
at the BART station, but only 294 people
got oﬀ at the BART station.
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Nelson\Nygaard estimated how much each improvement would increase ridership (see Figure
2-20). If the full suite of improvements were
implemented, it is estimated that the number
of downtown car trips prevented would increase
by 52%. The car trips prevented by improving
service grows at a faster rate (52%) than overall
ridership (45%) because improved service will
attract more people to the Free Ride who would
have otherwise driven. In other words, more
people who can drive will choose to use the improved Free Ride service.

Marketing Plan

Figure 2-20 Estimated Impact of
Each Change on
Free Ride Ridership

Minimally, this marketing plan should include
the following:

Possible Improvement

• Branding of buses – In December 2005, the
City of Walnut Creek worked with County
Connection to replace the existing low-ﬂoor vehicles used on the Free Ride route with “historic
trolleys”. The new vehicles accomplish the goals
of visually distinguishing the Free Ride service
from other CCCTA routes, providing it with
a unique identity, as well as a more attractive
vehicle that may help attract new riders.

Percent
Increase in
Ridership

Increase weekday frequency from 15 to
10 minutes

15%

Increase weekend day frequency from 20
to 15 minutes

10%

Improved marketing of Free Ride

10%

Reduce BART to Broadway Plaza travel
time from 15 to 10 minutes

15%

Add NextBus

The Free Ride is in need of a marketing plan.
Anecdotal surveys of downtown pedestrians and
employees suggest that few people in downtown Walnut Creek know that the Free Ride
exists, much less that it is a free service between
downtown and BART. Upon ﬁnding out, most
people wanted to know more. This suggests that
the Free Ride has a large untapped reserve of
potential riders in the area, and that an eﬀective
marketing campaign and branding strategy could
signiﬁcantly increase ridership.

• Improved wayﬁnding at the BART station –
At present, there is little wayﬁnding information
at the BART station or an obvious indication
of what the Free Ride is, that it is a free service,
and where it goes. With thousands of people
entering and leaving the BART station each day,
this is an opportunity for County Connection
and the City of Walnut Creek to advertise this
service. If service speed and frequency are improved, even more people will ﬁnd this service
useful. Improved signage is expected to cost
approximately $1,000.

5%

Add service from Sunday to Thursday until
10:10 PM

7.5%

Add service on Friday and Saturday until
12:00 AM

7.5%

Eliminate north loop

(6.7%)

Figure 2-21 Impact on Ridership in Walnut Creek
Annual
Ridership

Car trips
prevented per year

Annual
Service Hours

Annual
Operating Cost

Cost per rider

Existing service

249,000

21,600

11,800

$944,000

$3.79

Service with full suite of
improvements

362,000

32,900

15,800

$1,132,000

$3.13

45%

52%

34%

20%

(17%)

Percent change
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• Increase presence of stops on route – Right
now, the route of downtown shuttle is not
obvious to the casual passerby. Consolidating
service onto one street, simplifying the route,
increasing service frequency (so more buses pass
each hour), and eliminating low usage stops (so
that more riders will congregate at remaining
stops) will help to establish the presence of the
route.
Improving the shuttle’s stops is also an opportunity to announce that the shuttle passes by
and to imply something about the quality of
the service. Stop improvements can include
adding seating, lighting, shelters, trash bins,
and landscaping.

AC Transit is working to improve route and schedule information at
key bus stops.

Figure 2-22 Estimated Cost for
Improved Stop Information
Product

Cost

Installation

Total

Information Holder

$1500

$500

$2,000

• Marketing – The improvements to the downtown shuttle should be accompanied by an effective marketing campaign. There is a lack of
awareness of the shuttle among Walnut Creek
residents. The marketing campaign would likely
focus on Walnut Creek and possibly the areas
where the majority of people are already coming from to use Free Ride: Concord, Pleasant
Hill, Pittsburg, and Oakland. AC Transit’s San
Pablo Rapid is a local example of an eﬀective
marketing campaign that accompanied a dramatic improvement of a transit service and other
changes on the route. By eﬀectively rolling
out a new “product” – both the new San Pablo
Rapid service and the “Rapid” brand – with
a comprehensive marketing campaign, AC
Transit was much more eﬀective at creating
awareness, understanding, and “buzz” for its
new service.

Arlington County’s “Pike Ride” service advertises itself
with detailed information at every stop.

Downtown Shuttle

• Improve information available at Free Ride
stops – Minimally, each stop on the Free Ride
route should have improved information about
what the Free Ride is and what it can do for
someone walking by. Every stop should display
all the information that a new rider would
need to use the service, and to emphasize that
it is free. Besides helping to attract new riders,
this would help existing riders as well: Most
riders responded that the best way to get most
information to them was via notices at County
Connection facilities, with 44% saying notices
in the buses are best, and 31% preferring information at bus stops. The following table
provides a planning level estimate of what it
may cost to provide improved information
at each stop (samples pictured below). Fig-

ure 2-22 estimates costs for improving stop
information.
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Potential Next Steps
• Select preferred routing for Free Ride. The
City and County Connection should work with
key downtown stakeholders to balance the need
for a fast, direct and reliable service with the
need to serve various downtown destinations.
This study recommends running in both directions on Locust -- the fastest and most reliable
route in the heart of the downtown – with a
big loop that serves all of the key retail and
entertainment destinations at the southern end
of downtown. Once a route is agreed upon, the
City would make a formal request to County
Connection’s Board Operations and Scheduling
Committee. County Connections would then
verify travel time and schedule assumptions
and stop locations. Following a formal public
hearing process, the recommended change
would be brought back to the committee for
adoption. Physical bus stop change and updated marketing materials would then need to
be completed.
• Improved bus stops. Signage, bench, information and landscape improvements to bus stops
can be made incrementally over time.

• Kaiser extension. Kaiser Permanente operates
its own shuttle to the BART station. While the
Free Ride stops just a ﬁve minute walk from
Kaiser, the City and Kaiser should consider
partnering with each other to extend the Free
Ride to Kaiser’s front door. The route would
run from South Main to Newell, then north on
California to Botelho and South Locust.
• Rossmoor Extension. Since the Free Ride has
proven to be a cost eﬀective tool for reducing
parking demand and congestion downtown, the
City and County Connection could consider
expanding this model to other services. Streamlining County Connection’s Route 101 might
oﬀer one possibility, connecting Rossmoor to
Kaiser, Locust Street, the BART station, John
Muir Hospital and Heather Farms Park in one
simple line. Such an extension would require
signiﬁcant additional study.

